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50 Years
At BSU·
by Janice Pavlic
.

is going to be one
action-packed year for
~
Boise State University.
From January to De)..
.
ccmber the university
~
will be celebrating its
50th 'Anniversary with lectures, theatrical
productions, concerts, choir, conferences
and programs.
The BSU we arc familiar with has gone
through fifty years of dramatic change. It
began in 1932 as a junior college, became a
state college in 1969 and a university in
1974.
In 1932the Right Reverend Middleton S.
Barnwell,D.D.
founded Boise Junior
College and served as its president. Today,
fifty years later, Dr. John Keiser siis on the
captains deck, guiding BSU through
the turbulent economic times ofthe '80s.

-\.~J

The Jubilee officially began January 6
with a' special luncheon at BSU honoring
state electcd officials and past governors.
Former Idaho Governors Len B. Jordan,
Robert Smylie, Don Samuelson, and Cecil
Andrus were joined by Governor John
Evans for the event. BSU officials,
legislative leaders and the Chief Justice of
the Idaho Supreme Court were in
attendance.

A Legislators Night performance will
take place on February 8 and February II
will mark Alumni Night, with reception to
follow.
_
All of the proceeds from MUl/ of La
Mancha, which closes February 14, will go'
for funding of scholarships.
On January 31 a special addition about
the anniversary will appear in the Idaho
Statesman. Its extensive coverage will span
the history and evolution of Boise State.
March 3 highlights a luncheon and City
of Boise Appreciation Program at BSU
for state and local officials of governmental
branches that have contributed .to the
universit v.
The BSU Organization of Student Social
Workers will host a lecture given by author
Michael Herrington on March 4 and 5.
Overlapping Herrington's presentation on
March 4-6 will be petroleum career day
hosted by the Geology Department,
featuring D.M. Ray Thomasson, president
of Spectrum
Petroleum
Company.
On March 12 the Alumni Association
will sponsor a banquet honoring the
university's top ten scholars. It will be
followed by an Alumni/Varsity football
game in April or May.I
.
A BSU Honors Day Reception to
recognize the achievements of BSUscholars
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by Pavlic, Martin, and LaFon
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the development of BSU ani:!recognized the
theme "fifty
years of service and
excellence".
.

Special Events

Man of La Mancha, a joint Music and
Theater Department productionwiU kick
off the grand ·openinll of the 50th
Anniv.ersaryon January 29.
It's directed by Fred Norman and Wilbqr
Elliott, chairman of the Music Department.
The double role of Cervantes and Don
QUixQteis played by Victor Chacon, BSU
. Opera Theatre director.

May 15-16, graduation. weekend,will
feature several special events. A banquet
and reunion for 81. Margaret's Hall
graduates and emeriti faculty wiII take
place on the. 15th and the first graduation
class of lJoise Junior College will be
honored at graduation, the following d?y.
The Episcopal Church, which supported
BSU for almost 37 years, will be
"cknowledged with an Epis,copal Apprecia~
tion Program on September L .. .
A BSU Birthday Party wiHkick off the
football game on September 11 in ~ronco
Stadium, an event that will also honor the
. .. ;
CO.'ltinuedto page 14 •

2) Kitsch (kich) (Street Lingo, schmaltzy
schmuck, gha~sh guck). Not exactly awful,.
> •..
but hardly sanctimonio.us. More like the
creme de la creme of the sufferin' succotash
.......
set .. .Iike a pouch on a kangaroo or an
.armadiHo purse. Know what I mean.
.......
j • j •••••••••
' •••••••••••••••••.
jellybean?
.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
!••••••••••••••••••••••••
,
.
Now, ~ith the blessing of JB',s Big~oy.
The Komplete Kitsch Katalog,is a
(the patron saint of kitsch), the University
conspIcu04S compendium of the
News guides you on a safari through our
sass-classiest corn around.'
memorable menagerie.
. I)Kltsch (kich) n.(Gree~, gaudy
·trash"dial.Kitschen, tosmear) art. writing,
continued to· page 5
etc, ofa pretentious, but sh~llow king;
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calculated
. kitschy
adj.to. have
. . a popular appeal.
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Are now being accepted for openings in

#'

layout and ad' sales. Apply today.
2nd floor SUB 385-1464
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•

SALAD
SANDWICHES ..
DEER
WINE

• SODA
Monday· Thursday

....

3, pm to Cloao

..
\

Buy one Large sandwich

j

and got a pitcher

0'

Beer lor only $1

00

,

1/2 Block So. of University on Broad.way
Mon-Thur'lO':30

am to 10 pm

Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday

10:30 am to 7 pm

WHAT IS KlNKO'S?
,(according to Mr. Webster ...)
lkink /'kink/ n.l.a short tight twist or curl
caused by doubling or winding of something
upon itself 2. a clever unusual way of doing
something.
2kink vi : to form a kink - vt.: to make a kink in.
kinko's /'kink-oz/n. 1. Quality copies at a low
price. 2. Reproduction of originals quickly and
efficiently. 3~Of or relating to copying, binding,
passport photos and more! --kink' oid (slang) a
person employed 'by Kinko's,
, kinky /'kin-ke/ adj. kinkier 1. closely twisted or
curled 2. Offbeat, far-out

quality copies ·'binding
instant passport photos
675 CAPITOL BOULEVARD BQISE IDAHO ,,~2-7995

$24.95

EL-826S

SLIM, 8-DIGIT CARD-SIZED
CALCULATOR WITH BUILT-IN SOLAR
CELLS.
'

III

Built-in solar cells in the calculator.

III

8-digit Liquid Crystal
power consumption.

III

Independently

III

One-touch percent key for fast add-on!
di scounr co leu lations
.
,

Display with low'

accessible

4-key memory.

.

lFiE BOOKsrORE
11m Boise

StQte University
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1982 Legislature Forecast
By MegFeredav

Real

by Pacific
News
Service
Anti ..Pollution'
,Attorney Quits
The Justice Department's special
attorney for hazardous waste 'cases is
resigning his job January 4, because, he
says, there's nothing for him to do. Tony
Roisman says under the Carter
.
administration, the Environmental
Protection Agency filed more than 50
anti-pollution suits. Under Reagan, he
says, the EPA has filed none, and shows no
signs of doing so--and that's why he's
looking for a jobwith one of "the good
companies" in private practice.

Washington Post, December 16.

Noodles, Not Crab
Ever-mindful of the President's image,
White House staffetshave downgraded the
President's official "favorite recipe" from
crabmeat and artichoke to macaroni and
cheese. The change was made after
someone mistakenly sent the expensive crab
recipe to a Chicago woman who had
written to protest cuts in programs for the
handicapped. The budget cuts, however,
remain in effect. Washington Postt ,

December

12."

-

Workers Fail Tests
Nearly a third of all utility company
employees have flunked tough new tests
required for nuclear power plant operator
licenses. After the 1979 Three Mile Island
accident, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission toughened its testing
standards, with the result that the failure
rate among prospective plant operators has
tripled. Three Mile Island is still having its
own problems, too: nine of 19 applicants
failed the test for top control room
operator jobs at the crippled plant. But the
worst failure rate is at California's San
Onofre plant, where all but two of 18
applicants failed the test. That means San
Onofre is seven operators short of the
minimum needed to run the plant, even
though it's only weeks away from receiving
the final go-ahead from the NRC. Kansas

City Times, December 25:

-No'Heat
A consumer group says as many as
one-and-a-half million American homes
will be without heat or lights this winter,
becauseof rising fuel co~s and cuts in
government energy assistance programs.
After surveying utilities in 22 states, the
Citizen-Labor Energy Coalition says price
increases and al00 million dollar cut in
low-income energy assistance will force
homeowners to turnoff the heat, and could
result in hundreds of deaths among- the
elderly from hypothermia--Iow body
temperature. Citizen-Labor Energy v

Coalition

CIA
Former CIA director Stansfield Turner
says President Reagan made a "risky"
decision letting U.S. intelligence agencies
conduct covert operations in this country.
Turner, who led the CIA in the Carter
administration, says the FBI should keep
responsibility for spying on American~ in
this country. "The CIAisnot trained to
operate within the constraints of American
law" he says. "rhat's the.FBI's role and
theY'niwell.trained for it." Chicago

Sun-Times

Since opening January 11, the Idaho
ing state education almost always concerns
such as charging tuition, would have to be
State .Legislature's. most intense work
funding, and this year will prove to be no
approved by Idaho voters. The constitution
, exception.
"
"
revolves around the Joint Finance-Approas it stands today, is interpreted as
priations Committee as it pulls together the'
House Speaker Ralph Olmstead said that
prohibiting tuition,'. or money paid by
1982-83 budget. Higher Education issues
traditionally, legislators give a greater
students to help provide support for
could be very interesting to college students
portion of any revenue increases to public
instructional programs. The state now
when a tuition bill, soon to be introduced
schools, .not higher education. If the
charges student fees, which can be used to
on the House floor, yet again becomes an
assumption that the state will bring in 10
pay for buildings designed for student use,
issue on Idaho campuses. Environmental
percent more in revenue next year is correct
and for. non-instructional items.
concerns will focus on the" proposed
(which Gov. Evans is hoping), 40 percent of
The sponsors of the tuition bill, Rep.
reinstatement. of the Air Quality Bureau,
Dan Kelly, R-Mountain Home, recognizes
that probably will go to public schools, and
which was abolished last year, and has
that jhe bill will be met with opposition by
16 percent to higher education.
many people, including legislators, clamor-,
Idaho students, but believes that funds for
Funding Requests: The State Board of
ing for its reinstatement.
' Education has requested $101.9 million for
higher education
must come from
Not sleet, nor snow, nor threat of
universities and colleges, including $2.2
somewhere, and tuition would be a likely
bursting water pipes (which broke just one
source. "I hope there will be an
million for university and college faculty
week before the Statehouse was slated to
salary equity which would put "Idaho
openminded look at it-especially considerreceive the lawmakers) can stop the Idaho
college instructors on the same pay level as
ing the financial exigency situation that the
legislators, who have already begun the
professors in other states.
stateschools were in last year," he said.
lengthy budgetary process.
Evans', budget allows for $543,300 for
Environment: When Idaho legislators
salary equity.
'
The Joint Revenue Committee, which
abolished the Air Quality Bureau last Year,
predicts how much money the state 'will
Tuition: College students see red when
they said they were looking for ways to cut
take in during the fiscal year, projects State
out state programs in an effort to mitigate,
the word tuition is mentioned, but despite
state costs. Claiming that the State' Air
revenue at $463.4 million to come from
strong opposition to' the measure last year,
Quality program overlapped the federally
to change the Idaho
income, property, and sales tax revenues, . the proposal
run Environmental Protection Agency's
as well as federal aid.
Constitution in order to charge tuition has
Although the Joint Finance-Appropriare-emerged again this year.
Continued to.page 14 tions Committee
hasn't
made any
Any change in the Idaho Constitution,
predictions for the year's budget, some
legislative observors say that the FY
potential board members initially and
revenue will range between '$460-$465
I ASBSU president, Tony Lund, appoints a
million. But whatever happens, the Joint
: chairman from the nominees. Filling of the
Finance and Appropriations Committee's
remaining positions follows;
projection must fall within the Joint
Minimum q uali fications
for board
Revenue Committee's figures, according til
membership are a GPA of 2.25 or above
Idaho law.
Applications are now being accepted for. and "a good deal of enthusiasm."
Tax Increase: Rep. Morgan Munger,
all positions on the Student Programs
Hours on the job vary according to the
R-Ola, will introduce a bill calling for an
Board.
complexity of the currently scheduled
income tax increase. The bill, drawn up by
The Board, a branch of ASBSU's student
activity for which the board member is
Boise accountant Bill Swanson, of the
government, is composed of a chairman
responsible. All board members automatiAssociated Taxpayers of Idaho, will have
and 5 members. Each board member is
cally qualify for a service award, of $100.
"rough sledding," Munger said, but if
responsible for planning activities in one of
Applications forms may be picked up at
passed into law, would "certainly help us
the following areas: films, concerts,
the Student Activities Office in the Student
through a difficult period."
lectures, special events, or fine arts. The
Union Building. Deadline for submission '
Education: The biggest issue concernPersonnel Selection Committee interviews
of forms is January 27.

SPBOpenings
By Teresa Zrazik

Analysis:
Six Mythic Obstacles To Real Arms Control
By George Breslauer
-E~d::-:it-or-';-s--n-o-=te:':-A""--m-e-'-a-n::-:i
n-gfi--;:-I{I....-n-u-c-;Ie-a-r---:----:ta~g::e=-o:rf
:Ith::e:CSAAlLTT
'process to overtake us.
arms control agreement between' the United
Whatever the Soviets did, they violated
States wid the Soviet Union will hinge
no treaty or formal understanding with the
largely on the ability of both sides to
United States. More importantly, they did
overcome some deep-rooted myths about
not do all that much. They kept up their
the intentions and capabilities of the other."
previous pace of .incremental
defense
Americans must face up to the reality that
budgeting at a time when the United States
much of what is popularly believed about
was reducing its previous pace. This
'the Soviets has little or no basis in fact.
reduced the relative gap in strategic
George Breslauer, a professor of political
capabllltyrvbetween
the two superpowers,".
science at the University of California at
stimulating U.S. fears that its previous
Berkeley and a specialist on the Soviet
margin of superiority had disappeared.
Union, examines six of the more powerful
Indeed it had, but that is not the same as
U. S. myths about Soviet strategic behavior.
saying that the Soviets now enjoy strategic
He now is completing his fourth book of
superiority. (They do not). We seem to
Soviet politics.
' "forget that many things undertaken by the
Whatever may come of President
Reagan's arms control proposals in the
Geneva negotiations over' the coming
weeks the -short history of nuclear arms
limitation talks has taught us one clear
lesson: Headline-grabbing proposals, such
as Reagan's (or Carter's initial SALT II
initiative), have little to do with the
ultimate success of failure of the arms
control process.
.
What is far more significant to the
long-term prospects for arms control is how
the U.S. negotiators relate to a series of
hard-line myths about-Soviet.intentions and
capabilities which have helped propel the
arms"raceforward in recent years. Until the
grip of these myths on the American psyche
is reduced, meaningful arms condtrol is not
likely to be reached. What are these myths,
, and in what sense are they wrong?
-You cannot trust the Soviet Union to
honor treaties.
In fact, the experience. with SALT I
suggests' the opposite. Soviet violations
were minor and did not exceed U.S.
violations.
Moreover,
those bilateral
violations were smootIied.over and worked
out through negotiations.
-The Soviets engaged in a huge military'
huild-up.du!jng the I970s , taking advlin-

Soviets during
the 1970s, such as
modernization of strategic forces, also were
undertaken by the United States and
NATO. We also forget that we far exceeded
the Soviets in numbers, of warheads
deployed during the. 1970s. The Soviets did
.build up their strategic forces during the
1970s, and they did reduce the gap, but not
nearly to the extent implied by this
hard-line myth..
'
-The Soviets believe nuclear war can be
fought and won; they do not subscribe to
U.S. conceptions of deterrence based on
Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD).
This may be the most pernicious of the
six myths. It. is based upon selective
'quotation from Soviet military doctrine or
from statements
by Soviet military
commanders seeking bigger' budgets.. In
fact,' Soviet military doctrine basically
argues that the best defense is a good,
offense. Anyone daring to attack the
I homeland rnustbe assured in advance of his
I own destruction. This is-far from affirming
the ability of the Soviet Union to survive a
nuclear war with acceptabledamage.
Furthermore,
when we.examine
the
contentof Soviet politicians' stateroentsto
each other, we find them. continually
reaffirming the notion that ne.itherside
would survive a nucl,:~r war.witb

acceptable levels of damage. Though the
phraseology is different, Soviet conceptions
of deterrence are not all that different from
MAD.
-The Soviets will only negotiate
seriously from a position of potential
inferiority; we need to develop bargaining
chips that will induce themto sober up.
This claim has a surface plausibility to it,
for we know that Soviet motivation for
serious negotiating during , SALT I was

Even if theSoviets had an ability to destroy
our strategic capability, how would they
know they had it?

,

"
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Bank Roll
The federal' vs. state rights debate is
complex. To resolve its many facets
however, one must return to the question:'
who 'is paying the price from which
someone else shall profit, In many states
rights issues we find that if a few members
of the state can hoodwink the rest of us,
that few stand to profit a great deal. The
Sagebrush Rebellion is just such a case
where those "few" stand to gain the most.
An issue where the "rest of us" (a.k.a.
the taxpayer) could, however, stand to gain
from the assertion of reasonable state's
rights is that. of the proposed Idaho
Naitonal Engineering Laboratory (lNEL)
Contractor
Use Tax and Monitoring
Initiative.
This mouthful of an initiative would, if
supported, turnabout 17 years of bankrolling during which the citizens of Idaho
were, in effect, supporting the profits of
companies including Exxon, Westinghouse
and EG&G. This bankroll is quite big,
somewhere between $8 and $14 millon,
WhyIs so much money staying in the
hands of such large firms? Because Idaho
Code excludes. private contractors working
at INEL from paying state use taxes. All,
other contractors, including those working
on other federal projects. pay lise taxes.
The net effect of this inequity is that we
citizens of Idaho pay for the state services
that INEL contractors also use, but do not
pay for. This initiative, if passed, would
end this subsidy of nuclear contractors.
So, where is the states rights issue? At
INEL. If INEL serves "national" needs
and is funded with federal monies then the
moned saved by the contractor (minus their
that BSU can avoid the public embarrassprofit) is passed on to the federal
ment these two caused when C.U.L.L.
government who, in turn, spends less on
attempted to expose them. The ASBSU has
their federal projects. .Idaho is a very small
become the laughing stock of the Boise
state that cannot afford to subsidize the
, Valley thanks to the actions of these two.
nuclear research needs of a very large
The aftermath of a "Lundgate"
would
country. Idaho should free itself of its self
further erode whatever confidence the
, imposed subsidy. Idahoans should have a
students of BSU still have in their
chance to voice their opinion on this
government.
;
'issue-and they just might. Citizens are
Ed Ashton
presently passing petitions to put this
initiative on the 1982 General-Blection
Balloe
'
If put on the ballot and if a majority, of
voting Idahoans support the 'change in
I pick up The University News at a local
Idaho code then not only will Idaho resolve
supermarket.
I enjoy following
the
an inequitable situation, but it will'also add
activities and news of my alma matter. The
to its operating revenues.
information I have read this year about
The finalbenefit is that the initiative also
BSU in the News has greatly sickened me in
spells out that a, ,small portion of the
, terms of the childish, destructive behavior
revenue generated by amending the ..code,
exhibited by Tony Lund, Tracy Lefteroff,
$250,000 annually, would go to a state
and some other student leaders. I used to
program that would' monitor
INEL's
enjoy the National Public Radio Material
contamination of Idaho's environment. If:
broadcast on KBSU, that has since been
. we're going to stop paying with our money I terminated. The destruction they have
we ought to stop paying with our health.
brought upon the University has been felt
To put this initiative on the ballot 29,000
community wide. How individuals like this
Idaho voters must sign the initiative
are elected to' suchimportant positions is
petition-you can help. When given the
beyond me. As Toriy Lund is listed as a
option, read and sign the petition. If the
student representative on . the Alumni
spirit moves you-pass a petition. You'll be ' Assoc. board,
I am witholding my
giving a gift to yourself and to Idaho., BM
contribution to the Assoc. this year until
such time as this individual is either
, removed from office or his term expires.
Richard Howard
ASB President Tony Lund is, and his
administration has been, a. failure. From
trying to stop the funding of The University
News, to gutting KBSU, to the continued
agony of the Programs Board, Lund's
I am a resident of the state of Idaho and
mime invokes visions of contempt,
the great 'city of Boise. I am currently on
incompetence, and willful destruction. I
active duty in the United States Navy. I am
pity the man when he has to look for post
stationed on the Aircraft Carrier, USS
_graduation employment. People remember
NIMITZ,which
is currently deployed to
a public failure.
Regarding
Lund's
the Mediterranean.
statement about the behavior of the ASB
The reason' Lam writing is due to an
Senate:
ovenvhelminginterest
among my fellow
Mr. Lund, dirty water flows downshipmates in corresponding with students
stream.
from yout University. If there are any BSU
"Alisha Watts , students that are interested in having a Pen'

Disappointed

I

Dirty Water

Pen Pal

Pal,' please' refer them to the address
below. ,"
.
A response to this letter would be greatly
appreciated. .
Jim Morton" USS NIMITZ CVN-68 ,
AIMD(IM-l/PC,
FPO NEW YORK 09542
J.H. Morton

Lundgate
'Depending
upon' the outcome of a
university audit of ASB President Tony
Lund and ASB Treasurer Tracy Lefteroff's
"financial dealings", itis my sincere hope
7-',,:.' --..:...-..:...-----

..... --------..:...-------;,

Policy
The Unlvusily News invites Lcuers·uHhe·Edhor.
LeUers
must include your signature. address and phone number. Jr you
have no phone. please nole thaI. Add ... , Bnd phone number
may be used for verificalion or for fUlure.~OIBcl. bUlwiU nOI be
prinled.'
.
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•. Letters under 200· words. will be given priority; those
advocating a political or .v>ademle viewpolnl 'hould Include lbe
author's' political .arfiliatlon.
academic' credentials,
occupation.
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The Innocent Bystander
,

.

To Hell With The Rich
By Arthur Hoppe
Say what you will, Mr. Reagan has proven himself a friend of the poor. Not only has he
gotten thousands of poor people off the welfare roles, but aides say he now favors imposing
"sin taxes" on smoking, drinking and driving-taxes that will, of course, enhance the moral
and physical well-being of the nation's poverty stricken.
,
Smoking less, drinking less and walking more is undeniably good for the poor. And if the
rich, who can afford an extra dime a pack, dollar a fifth and eight cents a gallon, want to
drive themselves to early and unhallowed.graves,
that's their business. I agree with Mr.
'Reagan that the sinful rich deserve neither our sympathy nor our concern.
But is Mr. 'Reagan doing enough for the poor? I, personally, feel a sin tax should be
imposed on baggy stockings ..Baggy stockings are a sin. And the appearance of a good many
women in our country's slums would be vastly improved' if they could no longer afford
baggy stockings.
",
The noted economist, Michael Harris, on the other hand, feels the first priority should be
a tax on food stamps as this would go a long way toward discouraging the poor from
committing the sin of getting something for nothing.
None of these proposals, however, would help expunge the greatest sin of all. The greatest
sin of all, of course,is to be born poor. And if we are to remedy this deplorable condition, it
goes without saying that we must levy a sin tax on sex.

...

'-

The fact is that while the rich are better bred than the poor, the poor are betterbreeders.
The- reason is not hard to find: the rich enjoy far more numerous leisure time activities.
Show me aman who's spent the morning on the tennis court, the afternoon on the polo
field and the evening on the town, and I'll show you a man who'll fall asleep the minute his
head hits the pillow.'
.
But take a poor, unemployed slob who's been hanging around the street corner all day
hoping a job might turn up and he shuffles home and his wife says, "What'li we do tonight,
Marty?", and ... Well, it's a wonder wo don't have twice as many sinful poor people to be
concerned about.
.
Moreover, if Mr. Reagan is going to slapstiffer taxes on smoking, drinking and driving,
the poor are going to have even more leisure time on their hands.
-.
With eating, gambling, traveling, telephoning, marrying, fishing, dying, arid being
amused already taxed, sex is the last untaxed activity. And you know the poor: they'll do
anything that's free.
.
So it should be no surprise that the administration is considering a sex tax. What they are
considering is how to ~ it.
••• '
"
'
At the moment, there are two basic proposals under study: The first is a new Form'
1000-S. The head of the household would simply declare how much sex was proposed during
the fiscal year, deduct for headaches and compute the tax from the table on the back.
Psychologists fear, however, that this would create an epidemic of schizophrenia among
macho males tom between the American compulsion to brag about' their exploits and the
American compulsion to cheat the IRS.
'
.
'
.Far more practical, most experts agree, is the device first invented 20 yeats' ago by my
friend, ~ou W. Free: a fool-proof, coin-operated, fully automatic chastity belt that works
on precisely the same principle as the parking meter, although violations are expected to be
far mc;>rerare;
,
, Once eve!?' woman is properly equipped, the poor will be saved from the sins of lust and
adultery, being able to afford neither,aitd the rich will probably breed better than ever.
- For then the well-to-do young swain can appeal to a sweet young thing's patriotism:,
"Ho~ey, ~~n't you want to do your part to help the president raise $1.5 trillion to lick the
RUSSIans? Who could resist an appeal like that?
"
T~e, there will be frustra~ions, as any man who has approached .a parking meter with
nothmgsma.ller than a $10 b!ll.can .attest. But that's a small price to pay for balancing the
bu,~get, en?mg free love, ehmmatmg poverty, insuring national' security and, above all,
silvmg the Immortal souls of the poor.
'~
Sure~y Mr. Reagan himself could seek no more noble goals than these.
(COPYright Chronlcle Publishing Company /982)
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ANDY
D.ESK
SET

. No executive desk top is complete without these! Making
those top-level doodles is a lot easier when you've got the
right stuff. The perennial Mr. Peanut is just right for that
note to the office boy. And for the ultimate in indelible
style, meet the Miss Atomic pen-for your eyes only! She's
been (un)dressed this way since '1938, and she's still never
caught a cold! Want to warm up the heart of that secretary
in the mail room? For openers, try this Fuller Brush Man
letter opener. Always worksl
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Heads up, animal lovers IThere's nothing like having a
few of the little critters around to make the house a home.
And they're lots of help, too. Paperweights, bookends,
doorstops - you nanie it, they can do it. Brother Froggy
here beats out a dandy babaloo on the bongos, just happy
to be inside and immortal. Wanna Iguana? How about a
piscine pal for hanging your cane? Can't bear to say
goodbye to old Rover? Might we suggest casting faithful
Doggy in plexiglass? Guaranteed to break the ice at .
parties ....

·
BUTTONS

·.UTTON.S

Who's got the buttons? We do! Got a message for the
whole world? Put it on a button! Love! Hate! Nixonl'
Here's one way to get thatmessage to stick!

<ft
... RAZY

UIOMBS
-

.

What's the key t9 happy locks? You can.bet it's thisbunch of nifty combs. How abouta porpoise for-that I
" pompador? A seahorse for that shag? And for that
\swingin'crewcut-a Cat-a-comb/of course.

UMPIN'
ACKALOPE~

J

~~'~.

. ~·'8' t· e. \
m
...
K. .';-:t. . soh. ..· .
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c!J:,c!1c!J,'-0
.O·
,
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sacks? Yeh, you got it, gerrymandenng [ackalopes, bout
105 of 'em. Congregatin' down in the bowels ofthe State
Capitol. Sure you"ve seen 'em, on thei.r picture p.ostcards,
all right and proper; but just like rabbits !I;IIdspring, come
election time you see 'em all over. Well this year m.eand a,
few of the Mud Lake boysis gonna take care of this here
infestation. See we got these plywood sheets and ...

'. .... .

...

Katalog~· ~~~
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. TrOMMERCIAL
~ITSCH
. "

____
.

If we-got it, Madison Avenue wantsit. Money that IS.
And lots of it. Money, money, money. And what will get
money quicker then cute. Cute, cute, cute, cute, cute. If
those ad people could turn a puppy into a pulp mill we'd be
buying TP at.the pet store. Now really folks if we don't
take cute we're stuck with Karl Malden and Mr. Whipple.
Alright everybody, repeat after, 'I the Konsumer, of Mynty
Mouth, and Buty-Fill Body, do solemnly promise to buy
q't, kute, or cyoute til bankrupt I part."

ULA
..... IGHLIGHT
Not even Don Ho could come up with something this
incredible. Your Class A-I, official hula girl lamp, on tiered
pedastal. A luau-Ioo, a luau-low, grass skirts, leis, and
curves aglow.

CONS
IDAHO

Potato land, potato land, the Gem state opens its doors
each day to thousands of wayfaring tourists marching
triumphantly to our sagebrushed shores. And what do we
give them? Facsimilies, millions of them manufactured by
masses of indentured Asians held hostage somewhere in
Chile. See their are no Idaho potatoes in
.
Idaho ... saltshakers, penny banks, butterdishes and
coconut covered confections, yes, but nooooo potatoes.
You want potatoes? Go to Florida, Canada, or Maine. In
Idaho, all you get is the gunn sack
,

~
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. ...And do you know who's empty~ng ~I those gu~ny

.
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I 1905 Broadway 1273 So. Orchard I
I Offer goodfor-3.weeks thru Feb. 10. I
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GET A HEAD START
IN A NUCLEAR CAREER.
Train for a career as a Nuclear Propulsion Officer in the Navy. The Navy
has the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world, and needs
advanced nuclear trained officers to maintain and operate it.
The graduate level training you'll receive in this program could
cost$30,OOO. As a Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll be rewarded with
increased responsibilities andpromot.ion potential.
QUA.LIFICATIONS: Age-19 to 27Y2 years old.
Educatinn-> Working towards (or have completed) BA or BS degree.
Citizenship-« U.S. citizenship required.
Applications may be submitted after completion of sophomore
year in college. If you think nuclear propulsion is your future, then you
know the Navy is the place to begin. Call the Naval Management
Programs Office for more information.

MODEL EL-50.8S
HAND-HELD WITH 31
SCIENTIFIC FUNCTIONS
with built-In statistics functions

800 ..547 ..6737 Toll Free.
••••••••••••••••
$••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Weare
having our biggest sale 0 f
the year!
Up to .~ off on everythi~g'
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=:o Jariuary 21 st at 12 noon.
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Some of the 31 scientific functions 'performed
at the touch of a key are: trigonometric (sin,
cos, tan) and their inverses; exponential (base
10 and base e) and their inverses
(logarithms); power (yX) and its inverse (Ux
root.ot v"): factorial (n!); 3 angle modes
(degree/radian/gradian); mean, sum, and
standard deviation.
.
III Easy-to-read a-digit liquid crystal display.
.. Scientific notation (5-digit mantissa, 2-digit
exponent).
.. Approx. 5.000 hours of continuous use with
2 dry cell (AA) batteries (supplied).
II
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DESIGNERS

WE'RE NEW. WE'RE OPEN.....

&••••

f

AND WE'RE GREAT.
.l-

Become Part of the ."
Student Programs
. Board
.

GREAT STYLING. GREAT
PRICES. GREAT SERVICE ...
. AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION.

The Associated Students'
of Boise State are looklng for responsible full time
students to apply for. Director, Chair. and Staff
positions In the Student Programs Board.
Applicants should be prepared to fill 12 month
positions responslble for designing and presenting
entertaining and educatlonat programs that will
fulfill the versltlle needs of full-time BSU Students.

(GHer for students with student

The last day to applY is Jan. 27th ..

3~98 WEST STATE STREET

Interested persons should apply today,
at the ASBSU/Personnpl II. Selection Committee
2nd floor SUB

(Ne~tto Smoky Davis/Smoke Inn)

I. D.. prices valldthru

March 17th)

OPEN 8:30 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat
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Entries

1578 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE
HOURS8 AM TO 5:30 MON·FRI 8:30AM
TILL NOON SATURDAY

accepted

for the following
ENTRY

=

activities:

DEADLIN,E

Wed. Ianuarv 27
Wed. january.Z?
w-a, January 27

Womens' Basketball
Mens' Basketball
Coed Volleyball

338-0258

_
....

are now being

'Fun leagues and compet i tive leagues will be .offered

IS YOUR' FUTURE
IN THE AIR?

in all of the above activities.
being offered!'

- NOON

Sign up today-in

leagues .are 'also

'the 1M office

AG 102.

TRAINiNG: Training programs offering early managerial and
technical responsibilities, Immediate opening in aviation management.

PILOTS'

NAVIGATORS

• SYSTEMS OPERATORS

QUALIFICATIONS:
Minimum BS/BA degree (summer graduates'
may inquire ).Applicants must be no more than 29 years old. Relocation
required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations
and qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship required.

;SUPERBOWL SUNDAY

BENEFITS:'Excellent
package includes 30 days' earned annual
vacation. Medical/dental/low
cost life insurance coverage and other
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Extensive training
program pro~ided. Promotio-n program included.
.
PROCEDURE:

Rm

Send a resume to, or call: Naval Management

407: 4696 Overland
800·547-6737

,·PAGE10 -UNIVERSITY NEWS.."

Programs.

aa.

Boise, 10. 83705.
Toll Free
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It's camp, it's chic it's the uri-uniform. Classics ... with
that patina of authenticity. So, watcha waiting for? Sport
those appliques, don that monogram, dress to the "t" ;.. for :
the bijou at three!
.

¥

.

'ENERABLE
. EGETABLES

Poor little spud. Destiny might have led him the
venerable route of the baked potato of vichyssoise.
"Consider his life: sprouting-in the pure earth from a tiny
seed eye, hibernating to maturity, ready to brave the world
and stomach he was earmarked for. But, no ... this is the
telling tale of the victimized veg, Mr. Potato-Head. A
celebrity, to be sure, but like the circus freak, his limelight
depends on his humiliation. Brutally bedecked with tophaf
and specks, hisownwoes take a backseat forthe frivolities
of his audience. Poor Mr. Spud, he only has eyes for you ..

Q..UALIT.Y
UIRKS
,

.-

t " Schlock

arid schmaltz is what makes a quirk a quality
piece. A quirk has to evoke a certain range of reactions or it
doesn't fit the bill. For instance, take these little froggy
musician saltshakers, don't they make your eyes roll, your
lip curl .your stomach quaketOr thisllquatic vert~brate
creamer .•.justa bit too fishy, wouldn't you say?

I

\

A CKY' Wool felt jackets con quaint hend-embroldered '. "
"·R'A'
P,green.,Folkloric
S' south-of-the-borderscenes.
Red, turquoise, yellow and
,'
colors that are really charged.
; . ...,.-RAY·
. Whrr, whrr,whrr,whrr,whrr,whrr,

W

"

'

. ,', ',',

"tiA.',','.

.

whrr, whrr, see

POSURE~;':':~;1:~';,e~~~~F~~:~~h",
:hr~:h~,e,~
~~,
;r~:~~,
,

see the answers in Mrs. Jensen's arithmatic book, whrr,
whrr, whrr.....
•
" _ ' ~'
,
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4_..'

'

'

.
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Z is for zebra because Z is always for Zebra. This,
ultimate equine, related to horse and ass both,
conspicuously marked from pillar to post. White and black
or buff and brown, patterned all over, striped up and
down. The king of kitsch-o-rarna, the zip of. the zoo.
Special thanks to the Nonscents Shop, friends. souvenir
shops and other notables/or helping put this thing
together.
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Sports Soup "
Since it only happens one day a
year, let's take a look at Super
Sunday and how you can best deal
with it ill Boise. The sixteenth
version of this affair is the most
refreshing match-up in years and
promises to be quite a battle. The
odds are close and go either way
and -rny pick is Cincinnati bya
hair.
It isn't too early to line up a
place to watchv-aad there are a
few bars in tQwJ:1that ,9ffer big
screen viewing with beer on
demand, for those who like ..a
public spectacle.
Check your
phone listings for these places.
One of the more popular scenes
to make for viewing is the home
circuit, where you pick someone's
house to pit, out. ' Remember
though, when going this route, to
make sure all necessary conditions
for the day are adequately met.
First of all, the television. Strictly ,

color and' the bigger the better,
but make sure the picture is sharp
and Clear and doesnt fuzz out
when clouds roll in or something'.
Second, the house must be roomy
enough to accommodate a group
of sprawled bodies that may
occasionally jump, swing, and
, kick around in excitement.
,Third, party favors. Everyone
will be having such a great time
that they will go through large
quantities of everything, so it's '
best to have people bring their
own edibles and stimulants.
With those things lined up,
you're ready for an afternoon of
fun, especially knowing that
millions of your fellow country,persons will be doing the same
thing simultaneously.
And if you're not into it, be an
American and fake it, since this is
pro-football's next to the last fling
for the season. And it all.starts at
12:30 o'clock on KBCI.

The·ASB Needs Your Help!
Students are needed to
work on the ASB Lobby.
Cornmitfe e. Much time

will be spent down at the
Statehouse. See Mary Lou
Virgil

or Jay Sullivan

ASB-2nd floor SUB

GO RESPONSIBILITY

FAST.

Whatever your degree will be, the Navy can give you a management
position (if you. qualify], You'll get technical training and managerial
experience. The.Navy offersmanagerial positions in the folIowingareas:

I

ELECTRONICS.
ENGINEERING
INVENTORY CONTROL/PURCHASING
PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
'
.All you need is a minimum of a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
inay inquire I, be no more than 34 years old, be able to pass aptitude

and phll!ical examinations and qualify for security clearance.
(U.S. Citizenship required), Your benefits package includes 30 days'
earned annualvscation, medical/dental/low cost life insurance
coverage plus other tax-free incentives. If you're interested in gaining
manageria1 and technical responsibilities fast, call the Naval
. Management Programs Officeat:SOO.547.6·737
Toll Free
or send a letter to: NAVY OPPORTUNITIES,
Rm470,

.

4696

OverlandRd,

. A PROGRAM. OF THE BIBLICAL STUDIES
CENTER 1025 Belmont, Boise 83706, Ph. 342-2182
°College level classes °Count as electives at B.SU
"The only gnu that's fit to

print"
Editor
Brad Martin

Boise, 1;J 83705

-

Ad

Sales Manager
Lindsey LaFon '

°Tuition: $15.00 per course

BASIC FUNCTION
Hand-held a-digit basic calculator with memory
and square root.
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lFiEBOOKSTQRE
11Ju'·BoIse .stateyni\ferslly

I

Bookkeeper
Allan W. Meyers
Receptionist •
Joyce Morrison

,

Assignment Editor
Lindsey LaFon
. Senior Researcher
Janice Pavlic
Entertainment
Lori Milliken

Sports
John Odziemek
Layout Chief
Lori Milliken
Layout
Joel Carlson
Alisa Looney
Terry Peoples
Sue Stingley
Senior Photographer
.Steve Milaskey
Photo Staff
MegFereday
Bradley D. Kurtz
Russ Markus
Paul Peterson
Jeff Smith

SPRING ,SCHEDULE

1982

°BL2712II CORINTHIANS & HEBREWS
7:30-9:30 P.M. Tue. 2 cr.

i

Distribution
Stephen Lafon

, published w.eekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
, the editors reserve aU rights.
Offices are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30 to 5:00 Monday through
" Friday. 38~-1464 ..
Get a full year of The
- University News for $6,
delivered to your door by an
agent of the U.S,
Government to boot, Allow
. 'that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News,

1910 University Dr. Boise, ID '
83725.
Name: .
Address: .
City:

St. Zip

!

,i

An in-depth stUdy of Chrtstlan ministry from Second
Corinthians and an -in-depth study of the New Covenant
introduced by Christ, the Messiah, The stU.dent Of.this course
will benefit: (A) Through a clear definition and demonstration
of ministry, (B) Through the challenge of developing his own
ministry according to the pattern ofthe Apostle Paul's, (C)
Through the establishment of a one-to-one relationship With
God Within the New Covenant.
.

BL4313 JOSHUA THROUGH NEHEMIA
10:40-11:55 A.M. TTh 3 cr

An intensive study of the historical Old Testament .oooks.
traclnq the nation of Israel from it's settlement in Canaan to
it's Babylonian captivity and return to Jerusalem. The student
of this study will benefit in the following ways: (A) He will
have an 'excellent overview of the Old Testament, (S) He will
have a clear understanding of God's purpose and direction for
man, (C).HiS faith will be slrengthened through the example of
the great men .of God and tl}rough a new vision of God's

providence.

.,

GR102 GREEK LANGUAGE & LITERATURE 9:40-10:30 A.M.M'tJF 3 cr.

'

The ssconc semester of a two-semester
sequence.
Prerequisite: GR101. This is a BSU course, tUition, $31.50 per
hour.

GR2213 NEW TESTAMENT EPISTLES
[GraekReadi'ngsj5:30-8:30P.M. Th.3 cr .
selected readings from various epistles and a formal exegesis.
p,rerequisite: GR101-102.
'
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ACCREDITED
BIBLE STUDIES

"

John W. Moreland
Instructor

John W. Moreland has instructed
, college' level Bible studies for 16
years. He has both BA and M.A.
, deqrees in Religion' and a • genuine
concern forthesplritual deveropment
of each student in hlsclasses, "':
The Biblical Studies Center is
sponsored .bythe Church. of Christ,
2000 Eldorado in Boise and' has' been
offering studies. for - ten years.
Hu.n9reos of students from.m~ny
religiOUS backgrounds have stud lea .
there. You are'lnvlted to be. involved
in a serlous; in-depth, non-sectarian
stUdy of these subjects.
..'

For More Information Call 342-2182, 345-3784.er
315-1739'
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Jury Awards

own agents and the city policeto
of Washington's Black United
Assistant Coordinator' (2), Conservicein the Third World.
provoke disorder.
Front; and Tina Hobson, widow
ference Aide (4), Resident Advi"We train them to be able to
The jury held that in one case,
of Julius W. Hobson, the former
sor (4), Helper (8), Grounds
encourage village farmers to dig a
the three-year statute of limitation
city councilman and civil rights
Maintenance
'Supervisor
(I),
pond, fill it, stock a fast-growing
A federal jury awarded seven
s had expired before the plaintiffs
leader. The Oregonian, Dec. ~
Grounds 'Maintenance
Laborer
fish, and Within three months they
former anti-war and civil rights
filed their suit. Another defen'
'8/.
(2), Building Maintenance Laborcan harvest a crop of protein-rich
activists and a peace organization
, dant, Harold Bynum' of the city
er (2), Painter (6). Deadline for
food and refill the pond and start
a total of $711,000in damages, to
police, was also dropped from the
the cycle anew," maintained Mrs. ' applying is February 26.
be paid by 14 officers of
case on the same basis.
Ruppe. To provide a place that
long-disbanded federal and city
The claim that the statute had
Peace Corps urgently needs
might have a 50 percent infant
"Red squads" on December 23,
run out for all the defendants is
individuals to serve as volunteers
mortality rate, 50 to 70 percent
1981.
These are ten month, twenty
expected' to be the basis of an
with skills in math and science
malnutrition and an annual per
hour per week, positions for the
The officers, all present or
appeal.
education, agriculture, forestry
capita average income of' $180,
1982-83 academic year.
retired officials of the Federal
The plaintiffs were some of the
and fisheries, home economics
with a source of protein. This'
The responsibilities of these
Bureau of Investigation or the
city's widely known activists
and nutrition, or civil engineering. ' . gives them a future, she said.
• positions include:
'
Washington Metropolitan Police,
involved in the Vietnam War
Math and science teachers are ,
Persons interested in informa-'
I)Assjst
with
the
training
and
were charged in a civil damage
protests and the demonstrations
ranked highest-on the most-needtion about service in the Peace
advising of residence hall officers
suit in 1976 with violating the
that followed the assassination of
ed list.'
Corps may call 800-424-8580, Ext.
and staff.
activists' rights in the late: I960s
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Other skills badly needed by the
93, toll free, or write Peace Corps,
2)Assist with the development
.and early 1970s by undercover
Jr. in April 1968.
Peace Corps include industrial
Washington, D.C., 20525.
surveillance of activities protected
and implementation
of social
The jury awarded $93,000 each
arts and vocational education,
under the Constitution.
recreational and educationalpro,
to Arthur Waskow of the Institute
mechanics, medical lab technolograms within' the on-campus
The defendants
were' also
for Policy Studies; Abraham
gy, and occupational and physical
residential facilities.
accused of assigning agents as
Bloom, a suburban electronics
therapy.
Student Residential Life aninfiltrators and "provocateurs"
3)Write and produce monthly
engineer long active in local peace
The work of a single skilled
nounces the availability of a
to incite, disagreements
and
newsletters (or on-campus faciligroups; Sammie A Abbott, a
volunteer can trigger benefits in
number of summer positions for
ties.
'
violence' among the groups in
former anti- freeway advocate
many areas of community life. As
part-time
and full-time
BSU
order to prevent largely white
'4)Assist
the
Director
and
who now is the mayor of
Peace Corps moves into the
students. Job descriptions may be ' Assistant Director with projects
anti-war groups and black rights
suburban Takoma Park, Md; and
decade of the 80s, the agency will
picked up now from Student
activists from forming a coalition.
and duties assigned.
Richard P. Pollock, an official of
begin to consider means of
Residential Life, Room 110 of the
Testimony at the trial disclosed
Applicants must be upperclass'a consumer group.
making a greater impact on the
Administration
Building. Howthat the FBI began planning in
men and have a GPA of 2.0 or
Plaintiffs awarded about
people whom they strive to help.
ever, applications will not be
1968 to cause dissension between
above. Deadline for consideration
$80,000 apiece were the Rev.
Peace Corps director Loret
"accepted until February 1. Posiblacks
and whites
and to
is March I, 1982. Apply at the
David Eaton, pastor of All Soul'l
Miller Ruppe stated that Peace
tions, with the respective number
encourage public criticism of mass
Office of Student Residential
Unitarian Church; Reginald
Corps can take well-motivated
of openings indicated in parendemonstrations by directing its
Life, Room 110, Administration
Booker, a co-founder with Eaton
Americans and train them for
thesis include: Coordinator (1),
Bldg. '
"entertaining way of covering the history
of BSU, from St. Margaret's Hall to the
for, calling upon the educators to provide
banks of the Boise River."
"education for those people that want it
The School of Education will sponsor an
and to do it in an effective and impressive
- Continued from page / ,
way."
'
education symposium October 14-15.
school's first football team from the '30s.
Homecoming Week spans October 18-23
He encouraged the faculty of BSU "to
The School of Health Sciences is the
and on the 22nd the School Of Business will
continue to maintain a high standard of
sponsor of a symposium on genetic
sponsor an alumni day and guest speaker
education, despite the rough economic
engineering on September 15-16 or 22-23.
for its Distinguished Speaker series.
times and low salaries.
Many other special activities are in store
Founder's Weekend, the focus of the
Of the crippling budget cuts and
for the jubilee
year. In February,
entire year's celebration will feature a
discontinued programs and services now in
FOCUS will begin a BSU history series and'
healthy agenda. On September 24 a
effect,
Keiser stressed
that current
an illustrated historical slide show is' now 'in
Founder's Day Convocation for city, state,
hardships could be braved saying, "we'll
the making. Upon completion it will be
community and church appreciation willbe
find the best way to do what we need to
shown throughout the Boise area.
followed by a performance by th~ Mormon
do." However, in a less lenient manner,
Tabernacle Choir. On the 25th, Saturday, a
Keiser called upon the current Idaho
horseless carriage parade and a Founder's
Legislature for equitable funding for Fiscal
Day Dinner will take place, to be foilowed
Year 1983.
BSU President John Keiser gave his State
by a Music Department
Concert on
of the, University address in the Special
Looking back to 1932 Keiser said,
September 26.
Events Center on January 19.
"While, the situations are not truly
From September 26-0ctober 2 a special
While the text of Keiser's speech covered'
comparable, there can be no question that
production celebrating the 50th Annivermany issues, it was consistently woven with
faculty and staff are working, harder for
sary will be performed at BSU's Special
the anniversary theme, "fifty years of
fewer doliars than they were receiving in the
Events Center. "A Chronicle of Excelpast. "
service and excellence."
He, then,
lence", written by Dr. Charles Lauterbach,
expanded the, theme to include his Fiscal.
Overall, 1982 is bound to he a year of
Chairman of the Theater Department, will
Year 1983 Budget Request theme, "An
recognition, filled with special activities.
be a multi-media event of music, acting and
'Investment in People."
The spirit of the jubilee-Is upon us.
dance based on the history of BSU.
Keiser asked the audience to examine the
The News' next issue will feature an
Lauterbach described the production as an
purpose that BSU was originally intended
article on fifteen BSU student presidents,
from /940-/982.
purpose is, according to Reagan administirred up about 400 protesters to hold a,
year as minimal, although, he s-aid, there is
strationEl'A head Ann Gorsuch, who
rally on the Capitol steps.' The two bills
perhaps a chance for an increase in the
advocates state air quality programs.
'
died in the Idaho Senate after passing the
severance tax for oil and 'gas from a two
The following environmental and reHouse. Nevertheless, Rep. John Brooks,
• Continued from page 3 '
percent to a five percent tax .
source issues are a list of those likely to be
R-Gooding, said he plans to reintroduce his
Hazardous Waste: Gov. Evans proposes
debated in the legislature this session:
Sagebrush
Rebellion
bill
this
session.
functions, Senator Dean Van Engalen,
to enact a Hazardous Wastes Control Act
Wastewater Treatment: Gov. Evans
Severance Tax: The purpose of the
R-Burley, and Speaker of the House Ralph
to allow state control over storage,
asked the lawmakers to increase the state
mineral severance tax, said Idaho ConserOlmstead, moved to eliminate the Air
recycling and disposal of such wastes,
cigarette tax by five cents per pack to
vation
League's
director
Pat
Ford,
is
to
Qualilty Bureau, which is part of the
instead of the current
federal-state
replenish the Water Pollution Control
provide revenue to local districts and the
division of the' Environment in the Health
program.
Fund, which was depleted last year to aid
state so that they can deal with
and Welfare Department. Now Idaho is the
Well, there you have it; a re-cap of what
the Mt. StrHelen's cleanup, the prison riots
environmental
problems
as well as
only state in the union that lacks an air'
'probably
promises
to be the mast
and other emergencies.
The Water
economic ones when the need arises. ICL
quality program.
contestable issues that will be in the
Pollution Control Fund aids communities,'
also would like to see part of' the' tax
But the 'feds don't want the responsibiliiegislaturethisyear,
not to mention -the
in building new sewage treatment plants.
earmarked for environmental reclamation
ty and added burden of managing Idaho's
problem of reapportionment, which 'may
The Sagebrush Rebellion: Last year, .of mining operations in Idaho. Ford put the
air monitoring; that is not what the EPA's
succeed in taking away precious time from
mere mention of Sagebrush Rebellion bills
chances of the mineral tax succeeding this
tliese issues.

Anti~war Activists

Peace Corps

'Student Positions

Summer Jobs

50 Years At BSU_

Keiser's Address

Legislature

,

.

Arms Control
.- Continuedfrom

,( :

page 3

myths outlined here suggest a state of mind'
that seeks superiority and fears parity. If
those are the terms we effectively place
before the Soviets, it is not likely that they
will be eager to negotiate.
,
-If we do not build' up our strategic
forces, the Soviets will use their strategic
superiority to face us down in Third World
crisis.
'
This claim is mystifying and illogical, but
must-be .taken seriously, for it is widely
believed in Washington. First of all, note
that it. presumes a current condition of
Soviet strategic superiority, which is not the

ipAGEJ4 "UNlVERSITYNEWS

case. Secondly, it is the kind of statement
nuclear war - of mutual destruction - and
that is true only if we make it true. We
due to U.S. conventional"
military
create for the Soviets an image of will or
superiority inthe Caribbean.
nerve in given crises; we can do that with or
,-We must build up our strategic forces
without a margin of superiority in strategic
because .of the imminent " window offorces, for each side can, in any case, wipe
vulnerability," which will tempt the Soviets
out.theother
several times ever. There is
to launch a first strike.
nothing in Soviet literature on the use of
This rnytf simply is preposterous. Even if
force in international relations to suggest
the Soviets had the ability to destroy U.S.
that they believe a margin of strategic
.land missiles before they got off .the '
superiority, one, that is far short of
ground, nobody claims the Soviets have, or
first-strike capability, will allow them to
will have, the ability to 'simultaneously
face down in the Third World.' U.S.
destroy our Submarine Launched Ballistic
'analysts sometime's point to the Cuban - Missiles and our Strategic Air Command '
missile. crisis", claiming' that Kruschev
bombers, either o(whichcould destroy the
backed down because of U.S. strategic
Soviet Union as a functioning society.
superiority at the time. There isnot a shred
Moreover, the whole notion of vulnerablliof evidence to support this. Far more likely,
tyon this issue defies logic. Even if the
Khrushchev backed down due to a fear-of.
Soviets Bad the ability to destroy our .

• JANUARY 20-26

strategic capability on land, sea and in the
air - an ability they never will have - how
would they know they had it? This 'is not
something that can be tested. The level of
uncertainty about the capabilities and
reliability of the technologies involved is so
high, and the risks involved in miscalculation so high (i.e., suicide), that only the
most demented madman would contemplate the effort tQexploit
a .so-called
"window of vulnerability." Soviet leaders
are tough, expansionist and, .at the
moment, frightened; but they are not
" madmen. Indeed, the final irony associated
with this myth is that, if they actually were
demented, no measure of U.S. arms
build-up would suffice to deter them,
anyway.

Copyright 1981 Pacific News Service
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"I expect you're, madly attractive ,en masse."

,

Phoebe. the Pigeon People

.by Jay Lynch & Gary Whitney

l
TheReaI Puzzle

_
"He's an obnoxious little brat. but I enjoy dressing
him up."

Nameographs

."jj'
'/
,

, The first ':Nameographs"
,appeared in Collier's in October of 1927; And within a few
months, they had become a
national obsession, much like
Rubik's Cube.
Very simply, a nameograph
is a picture composed of the
letters of a word - a graphic
that both spells and illustrates
a familiar subject.
The following examples
were created more than 50
years ago, at the very height
of this craze. We'd like you to
identify them below.
1)_--'-2)
3)_~
4)
5)
6)
7)

-_
_
_
_
_

_'_

----'-__

8)

Classified

tl~~~~

~
~12

~~~

Want that ski tan look without heading for the
hills? Buy this G.E. Deluxe Sun lamp with a built-in
timer. Originally $46, seIling for $30. Call Jan
leave message at 384-14<?4.
'

or

~~

~C?Y~~~.\\.Y ~.

BSU Semester Credit in Europe. Spring term
begins in March. Scholarships available. -Inquire
LA212,385-3508.

~~5

.. .•"?~ ~~!W)

Applications now being accepted for January
appointments to ASBSU Judiciary' and Student
Program Board. Must be able to serve one full year
and be full time student with at least a 2.25 GPA.
If interested see Mary Lou Virgil, ASBSU Offices,
2nd floor SUB, or call 385-1147.

7~

.f:B ~~~1l)

~!f

BSU CREDIT in London, Avienon, Cologne,
1982-3. Scholarships
available .. Sophomore,
Juniors, Seniors. Studies Abroad Office LA 212.

_

9)

_

TAX REFUND$Apply
Accounting graduate.
David at 336-6889.

10)-~_--'----..,_-11)
_
12)
_
13

13)..,_--~---14)

15)-------16)
17)
18)
19)
20) __
,'21) __
22)'_' __

)

. l~

by Don Rubin

_
-'-

_
----'-__
----'
..,_----'-_'--_-'-'-_

Fed up with these crazy
puzzles? Would you like to get
even with Don Rubin and win
$10 to boot? Tbensendyour
original ideas for a Real Puzzle to this newspaper. All
'
entries will become property
ofUFS, Inc. (youonly win the
bigbuclcs if we use yourpuzzleidea.)

Early with tax experienced
Negotiable rates.
Call

TYPING,
Word-Processing,
344-0194 Laura.

Transcription.
'

BIANCHI SPECIAL 12 speed exc. condo only 3
months old. GranComp deluxe brakes etc. wiil
take $350 or trade for used 17Scc or 250cc
motorcycle. Call' 343-6807.

~.~~~~

..•
v~~
tS2;~ ~..••••....•.••.•.•••.
~iDa

Theflrst.fivepeoplethat
come to the SUB Union Station
with the correct answers to the Real Puzzle win two tickets to
the Student Programs Board movies' that play on Friday and

15·

~

".

~~"

SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME, and profit-sharing
opportunity for positive success-minded people.
Groud floor wholesale marketing company.
Approved by the SEC in alISO states. No territory
restriction's. No risk. Minimal investment. For
appointment call Andy--344-2484 after. 6:00P.M.

BILL VAUN4S's: Alive at Musicworks.

© 11l1l2UnIlIId

Feature Syndicallt,lnc:

, SUriday nights at7p.m.
This weekend the movies areA
Separate Peace and The Green Wall.
"

Wanted: Students to sit on the following
committees: Book, Exchange, Aftirmafive Action,
Athletic Board .of Control, 'Broadcast
Board
Commencement
Committee,
Executive Food
Service, .Handbook
Committee, ,Matriculation,
National Student Exchange, and Snack ",Bar
RemodelingDommittee.
" See Mary Lou Virgil,
ASBSU OfficeS,2nd floor ,SUB.
.r, ,
" .'
•
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Park Lane, Boise 83703,
384-8250, Boise Cascade Corp., .
Cornmitteesrllusiness, Revenue
and Taxation
Dan D. Emery, House(R), 6th
Term; 5514 State Street, Boise
83703,344-7626,Insurance
Agent/Rancher,
Committees:Agricultural Affairs,
Appropriations
..
District 15
Edith Miller Klein,
Senate(R), 10th Term, P.O. Box
475, Boise 83701,343-3676,
Lawyer, Committees: Commerce
and Labor, Chairperson,
Judiciary and Rules.Local
Government and Taxation
Peggy Bunting, House(R), 5th
Term, 944 Lewis, Boise 83702,
343-6471, Pres., Bunting Bldg.
Corp., Committees.Chairperson,
Local Government,State Affairs
Rachel S. Gilbert, House(R),
1st Term, llll Marshall.Boise
83706,376-6441, Real-Estate
Broker, Committees: Business,
Local Government, Revenue and
Taxation
.
District 16
James M. Auld, Senate(R), 1st
Term, 4154 Mountain View
'
Drive, Boise 83704;342-7256,
Real Estate Investor, Committees:
Commerce and Labor, Judiciary
and Rules, Local Government and
Taxation

Reaching

Your

A welcome back to the Boise
Primer and a howdy do to the
46th Idaho Legislature: The
following is a guide to leadership
of the Senate and House,
legislators by district and
committees they sit on.
Senate Leadership:Lt.
Governor Phil Batt,
334-2200; President Pro Tern
Reed Budge, 334-2085; Majority.
Leader James Risch, 334·2078; .
Asst..Jvlajority Leader J. Wilson
Steen, 334-3570; Minority Leader
Ron Twilegar, 334-2088; Asst.
Minority Leader Kermit J.
Kiebert, 334-2088; Majority
Caucus Chairman Walt
Yarbrough, 334-3570; Minority
Caucus Chairman Mike Mitchell,
334-2088.

House Leadership:Speaker
Ralph Olmstead, 334-2360;
Majority Leader Walter Little,
334-3010; Asst. Majority Leader
Darwin Young, 334-3011;
Minority Leader Melvin
Hammond, 334-3013; Asst.
Minority Leader Louis Horvath,
Jr., 334-3013; Majority Caucus
Chairman B. E. Lewis, 334-3091;
Minority Caucus Chairman
Marion Davidson, 334-3013.District 14
Vernon K. Brassey, Senate(R),
8th Term, 3200 Treasure Drive, .
Boise 83703, 342-0242,
Residential Rentals, Committees:
Health, Education and Welfare,
Judiciary and Rules
J. Michael Gwartney,
House(R), 3rd Term,6400 Pierce

JamesD.Golder,
House(R),
3rd Term, 8365 Amherst.Boise
83704,345-8770, Stock . _
Broker/Birr Wilson & ce.,
. Committees: Chairperson; Ways
and Means, Business,
Transportation
Christopher R. Hooper,
House(R), 2nd Term, 3616
Cabarton'Lane, Boise 83704,
345-3600, Commercial Lines
Mgr.lNorth Pacific Ins. Co.,
Committees.Business, Education,
Health and Welfare
District 17
Ron J. Twilegar, Senate(D), 4th
Term, Suite 200, Empire Bldg,
205 N. 10th Street, Boise 83702,
345-3460, Businessman,
Committees: Judiciary and Rules,
State Affairs, Minority Leader
Kathleen W. (Kitty) Gurnsey,
House(R), 4th Term, III I W.
Highland View Drive, Boise 83702
343-1780, Housewife,
Committees: Chairperson,
Appropriations
Larry W.Harris, House(R), .
3rd Term, 1925Montclair Drive,
Boise 83702,344-6242, Retired,
Committees: Vice Chairperson,
Judiciary, Rules and
Administration, State Affairs
District 18
JamesE. Risch, Senate(R), 4th
Term, 5400 South Cole Road,
Boise 83709,345-9974, Attorney,

Committees: Judiciaryand Rules, '
State Affairs; Majority Leader -'.
Jack C. Kennevick.Housetk),
6thTerm, I Mesa Drive, Boise
83705,343-2136,Insurance,
Committees: Vice Chairperson,
State Affairs, Business
Pam Bengson, 2704 Raindrop,
. Boise 83706, 344-6581, Brown
Rental
.
District 19
Walter H. Yarbrough,
Senatefk), 9th Term; Box 216,
Route B, Grand View 83624,
834-2727, Rancher/Contractor,
Committees: Finance, State
Affairs, Transportation, Majority
Caucus Chairman
Gary L. Montgomery,
House(R), lst Term, 737 N. 7th
Street, Boise 83702,342·3563,
Attorney; Committees: Health
and Welfare, Judiciary, Rules and
Administration, State Affairs
Lyman G. Winchester,
House(R), 5th Term, Route I,
Kuna 83634, 922-9788,
Rancher/Pilot,
Committees.Resources and
Conservation, State Affairs
Contact the legislators in your
district to voice your support or
opposition of the 1982 legislative
priorities.

FREE TOURS: See where Shakespeare
hangs out, locate Anapuma.Tind out what
goes on in Washington, and learn all the
lurid details behind the COM conversion.
Expert guided tours of the BSU Library,
now thru next week. Sign up at the
Reference Dcsk. Or Call 385.3301 for
schedule

THE

BANK

The most important thing in.your life
right now, is probably not your bank.
And that's as it should be;

THAT
kinko's COpi'lS

GOES'

And we are.

T

675'CAPITOL BLVD:
BOISE. IDAHO
342-7995

BETHE·
DOaoR '
YGUWANI
TO BE.
IN'HENAV~

You aren't here to worry about
your bank. But your bank
should be here to worry
about you.

-Ihot's the FirstSecurity
feeling. Confidence, security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with .
that feeling. And you have
every ri.ghtto expect it here.

SeHO L

WITH YOU

Even if FirstSecurity was not
your bank at horne, we want '
.
to be your bank here.
Come in.

Navy medicine combines an
ideal professional practice
with a desirable personal .
lifestyle.
• Excellent medical facilities
• Professional staff support
• Unique specialties
• Salary and benefits
.
competitive with civilian
practice
• Navy officer fringe benefits
For more information, send
your. resume to, or call:

First !iecurityBiinks
Each affillale bank of First Security Corporallon Is a member 01 FDIC.

HOURS:

Lobby: 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Monday,thru Thursday
9:30 a.m. ...c 6:00 p.rn., Friday
Drive-In:8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
Glenwood and State
. Drive-In:9:00 a.rn. 7",3:00 p.m., Satur<.lay

Ray Bailey,
Rm 407,
4(>96 Overland,
Boise,ID.
83705.

ADDRESSES:

119 North 9th Street (Main Office)
Drive-In:9th and Bannock
~O South Cole Road (Franklin and Oole Office)
421 North Orchard (Orchard Avenue Oftlce) .
16th and State Streets
.
2601 Cassia (Vista Office)·

800 ..547 ..6737
TolLFree.
PAGEJ6.
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7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301'Ohlnden Blvd. (Gard~n City Office)
10342 Overland (Five Mile and Overland Office)
6788 Glenwood Avenue (Glenwood and State Office)
HANDIBANK LOCATIONS:

When you need your bank - day or night.
10342 Overland
.
119 N. Ninth St.
16th and State Street
2601 Cassia
7700 Fairview
103 12th Avenue (Nampa)

"

